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     AKIKO A. ORUI, also called “Koko” by many, is a freshman undergraduate in Doshisha University in
Kyoto, Japan studying Global Economics and Japanese Business. She began her MUN journey in 2018
and has since expanded her competence in diplomacy, writing and debate as DAIS, delegate, and
speaker in multiple events and conferences. Previously, she was the Vice Chair of the UNCTAD
committee in the 6th De La Salle Model United Nations. Her leadership goes far back highschool when
she served as the Student Council President and has been a consistent officer in the Animo Model
United Nations, serving as Prime Parliamentarian and Minister of Audit for two consecutive years. As a
delegate, Akiko has won several awards of which include Outstanding and Honorable delegate in
several conferences. She was also chosen to be the head delegate for the Harvard World Model United
Nations 2020. Aside from gaining academic awards in school, she has also recently been given the Br.
Rafael Donato F.S.C. Service award from the De La Salle University SHS for being active in organizations
and community engagements. She also loves travelling, videography and painting, most of all. After
graduation, Koko wishes to use her knowledge in uplifting the lives of others, and hopefully lead an
organization that is in line with her principles. She is a Filipino and Japanese national who loves reading
non-fiction books but is a fanatic in both anime and k-drama.
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Management. He has been doing Model UN since 2016, his first MUN is the very first Southern Luzon
Model United Nations in 2016. His notable MUN being the Southern Luzon Model United Nations 2019
where he won Outstanding Delegate in UNHRC. His other notable MUN experience is as the delegate of
Myanmar for the Toyo University Japan Virtual Model United Nations conference in March 2021 where he
took Outstanding Delegate in the SOCHUM committee. As for dais experience, he served as a
Rapporteur for the 1st Cavite Model United Nations in the High Level Political Forum as well as Vice Chair
for the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization in the 2nd Xavier Model United
Nations. He is also a consistent Dean’s Lister and is running for Cum Laude. Aside from this, Theo is also
very involved in the MUN scene in DLSU, serving as the Public Relations Director for the 5th De La Salle
Model United Nations and the Former Executive Vice President for External Affairs for the De La Salle
Model United Nations Community. He has also gone through a Model UN training program under
Harvard University and MUN Inc. known as the Harvard International Relations Council MUN Crimson
Camp. Theo is focused on developing and finding himself in the MUN Scene by improving on his
debate, research, and people skills. Theo also trained and was set to attend the National Model United
Nations Conference New York 2020. He was also a delegate for the National Model United Nations
Conference New York 2021 online. He is currently a MUN Trainer in the De La Salle Model United Nations
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Greetings Delegates! 

     We warmly welcome you to the 7th De La Salle Model United Nations! It is with
great pride and honor to have you as a delegate for the Security Council Committee
(UNSC), the principal organ of the United Nations in ensuring international peace and
security. Here, we will discuss two of the critical issues we face today: The Covid 19
vaccine distribution and the Myanmar Crisis. 

     The need for human security demands far more than mere physical safety. It calls
for a guaranteed livelihood and opportunities, including protection from threats to
human rights. Attaining the principles in human security is where people have the
freedom to develop and do their part in the community, have a sense of a healthy
environment, and it is where all human rights including food security, education,
livelihood opportunities are guaranteed. During these dire times, the coronavirus
pandemic has with no doubt increased a lot of problems and even intensified
existing ones two-fold. Given this, there is an urgent need for young diplomats to
take a step in building peace and stability through cooperation and commitment
among nation states.

     Through the Security Council, a step towards safety, economic growth, and most
of all, prevention of conflict that affects millions of civilians’ lives are being tackled.
Such a change would be needed to supply the global community a concept of
security whereupon good governance and for governments, to strengthen human
security among nations, create strong institutions that check on each other.

     Through this background guide, your DAIS has collated substantial information to
guide you through the conference and aid in your preliminary research. As delegates
of the De La Salle Model United Nations, you are expected to uphold diplomacy and
research on your country policy in order to have an unbiased perspective over this
issue. As members of the Security Council, you are a part of the highest body on
discussing global issues and given the power to veto, results of this committee will
highly depend on cooperation and negotiation. Should you have any questions, do
not hesitate to contact us at 7d.unsc@gmail.com. The Security Council DAIS
welcomes you aboard the 7th De La Salle - Model United Nations! 
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     Under the United Nations Charter, the Security Council is the
principal organ for maintaining international peace and security. The
Security Council is responsible for determining whether and when a UN
peacekeeping mission should be deployed. The Security Council has 5
permanent member states- The United States of America, The United
Kingdom, The People’s Republic of China, The Russian Federation and
the French Republic. These 5 Member States possess a veto power,
meaning if one of them denies or votes against a resolution, the
resolution automatically fails. All United Nations representatives must
recognize and carry out the Security Council's resolutions. Although
other UN institutions make recommendations to member states, only
the Security Council has the ability to make decisions that member
states must then carry out under the Charter. When a case over a
disturbance to international peace and stability is taken to the Council,
the first thing it normally does is advise the parties to attempt to find a
solution by diplomatic means. The Council may set out principles for
such an arrangement, conduct an inquiry and consultation, send a
peacekeeping mission, assign special envoys, or ask the Secretary-
General to intervene towards a peaceful settlement of said dispute.
When a confrontation escalates into hostilities, the Council's first
priority is to get the conflict to a close as quickly as possible. In that
situation, the Council may: issue ceasefire orders to help deter the
conflict from escalating; send military observers or a peacekeeping
force to help alleviate tensions, divide opposing sides, and maintain a
calm in which negotiated resolutions can be pursued. For more
decisive actions, the council can enact economic sanctions, weapon
embargos, financial prohibitions and penalties, blockades, travel bans
or even collective military actions
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I. Introduction
     The emergence of the Coronavirus pandemic in late 2019 paved the way for
governments to prove their competency in providing means for the population during
emergencies and global crises. The spread of the virus led to major downturns in the overall
individual health and state of the global economy. This event has set a record in our history
to have the fastest development and widest vaccination around the globe. With the recent
and ongoing developments of vaccines against the virus, only about 10 powerful countries
gained access to more than half of the total available doses in the first few months of
production. Leaving more than a hundred more countries vulnerable to the virus can cause
severe impacts on humanity. However, nations like China and Russia have exchanged
political favors and stronger diplomatic ties through vaccine donations to underdeveloped
and developing countries. Getting the vaccine rollout correctly and transparency among
each developer is detrimental to ensuring everyone’s safety. Driven by passion and
solidarity, countries should cooperate in creating a global mechanism of distributing the
vaccine.

     According to the World Health Organization, the importance of producing and
distributing the vaccine equitably may go as far as rebuilding the important segments of
the society and as well as preventing the economy from continuing declines. With the
insufficient supply of the approved vaccines, immunization strategies against the virus will
require prioritization of certain groups before the whole population is fully vaccinated. To
some extent, there is still a question on how priority groups, other than frontliners and the
elderly, are chosen to receive the vaccine first. While other countries are currently having
access to excessive numbers of doses, many more are left susceptible to the virus. Aside
from the threatening scarce supply, we are still dealing with the questions regarding the
effectiveness of the booster; especially now that variants among countries are increasing
over time. Because Covid19 vaccines have only been developed recently, it is still unknown
to researchers how this vaccine is good for long-term protection. No research has proved
100% effectiveness against the virus, but the World Health Organization still encourages
people to be immunized because of the lesser risk to infect, and be infected by the virus.
Additionally, the countries who promised to help developing countries in the COVAX
program, are also those who hoarded the vaccine supply first.

     Furthermore, the assurance that the Covid-19 vaccines will lift the pandemic is still
dependent on many factors. Currently, the leading vaccines that passed the phase III
testing and are undergoing distribution are from the companies: CanSino Biological,
Moderna, SinoVac, University of Oxford, BioNTech, Novavax, Wuhan Institute of Biological
Products, Inovio Pharmaceuticals, Beijing Institute of Biological Products/Sinophar, and
Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences. Nearly everyone generally aims to get the vaccine
as soon as possible no matter the price, especially when talking about health. With the
unequal access to these doses, it poses a problem for many and can result in hoarding and
illegal transactions in the market. Some organizations have also appealed for vaccines to
be distributed according to global need rather than being concentrated on powerful
countries alone. With the health and wellbeing of people at stake, this crisis requires global
cooperation and administration by the international community as mandated by the efforts
and role of both the UNSC and WHO in the United Nations.
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II. Background
     Late December 2019, the first case of the Coronavirus, formerly named as the ‘2019 Novel
coronavirus/ 2019-nCoV’ was reported to the World Health Organization by the Wuhan
Municipal Health Commission. Previously considered as a “viral pneumonia”, it is believed
that the source of the virus came from bats in a market, where most cases were recorded,
in Wuhan, China. By January of 2020, the first death from the virus has been recorded.
Cases of death outside China have also been recorded and its growth led the United
Nations to declare the global crisis a pandemic (Taylor, 2021). While cases are continuously
rising, companies began developing vaccines and the race to pass the three stages of
vaccine development for distribution began in 2020. 
  
     Prevention from each country have their own measures. Lockdown of cities, suspension
and curfew of events and local businesses, contact tracing, provision of new regulations
such as mandatory wearing of masks, and many more are just some of the examples. By
late 2020, countries like the UK and the US have approved of the vaccine from Pfizer and
began the rollout immediately. Other vaccines from Moderna and other west vaccines were
approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), while some vaccines like Sinovac
(developed by China) have only been approved by governments of certain countries. With
more than half of the world left unvaccinated, the risk of the virus spreading and mutating
could lead to worse case scenarios that current governments and health organizations
aren’t ready for. Current prices of each dose vary per company and governments are
working towards making it affordable to many.

     Within one year of the spread of the virus, the number of deaths is reaching 3M people
worldwide. Comparing it to other viruses in human history, people are able to completely
eradicate such viruses in three ways: vaccination, global cooperation, and continuous
detection and tracing. Today, we face problems in not only in the tracing of the disease, but
also with the international collaborations in understanding the pandemic. During the early
months of entering the pandemic, countries began banning major trades, and took the
battle against the pandemic in a nationalistic approach (Goodman, et.al., 2020).
Nationalistic interests in securing access to the doses are increasing and tensions on
getting prioritized are only played by countries with the deepest pockets, ultimately leaving
the developing countries behind. 

     It is expected to have around 60-70% of the overall adult population vaccinated by 2023,
according to the Economist Intelligence Unit (2021). However, most of the percentage
belongs to major economies in Latin America, having achieved widespread coverage by
mid-2022, while Asia having a more delayed rollout (Buchholz, 2021). Additionally, current
and ongoing initiatives include COVID-19 Vaccines Global Access. Also known as COVAX, is
a global initiative by an alliance of different organizations that aims to provide equitable
vaccines for 92 low- and middle-income countries. It facilitates the distribution and
financing mechanism to support those that need help and ensure global well-being in the
long run. 
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III. Discussion
A. Vaccine Development and Diplomacy

     While some people have their doubts over the safety of the approved vaccines, there is
still an undeniable stigma about the soft power that the vaccine yields. The race to produce
the vaccine first for distribution is just one of the proofs on how governments have
considered this as a significant edge compared to others. Powerful countries who invented
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the vaccine like the United States, China, and the United Kingdom have reserved their
slots and scouted for other countries to acquire their developed vaccine ahead of time.
Both the producer and receiver country of the vaccine then implies that there is a much
greater sense of this transaction than merely providing help for the others. It comes
along with strengthening partnerships and agreements with countries politically. 

6

B. Current Initiatives/Movements Against Hoarding
and Illegal Trading of the Vaccine

     Other than the evident problem of scarcity, the current production of the vaccines is no
doubt still in its early days before fully determining its overall impacts to the global
community. It is however one of the best ways in preventing further spread and mutation of
the virus (WHO, 2021). This will only be achieved once a large portion of the population is
fully vaccinated. According to the statistics by Our World in Data in March of 2021, the
number of each person who received at least one dose are nearing 300Million or 3% of the
overall world population. Problems such as mutated virus and vaccine efficacy against
them are still a concern to most people as it may hamper the effectiveness of future jabs. It
is also unclear how long immunity may last and how many times vaccinated people need
boosters (Roberts, 2020). 

     Figure 1. Countries Dominating Covid-19 Vaccine Production (2021, March 3). Statista.
https://www.statista.com/chart/24492/total-covid-19-vaccine-production-by-country/

     The International Criminal Police Organization, commonly known as INTERPOL
launched a global alert over its 194 country members late 2020. The Secretary General
of INTERPOL Jürgen Stock mentioned that “As governments are preparing to roll out
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vaccines, criminal organizations are planning to infiltrate or disrupt supply chains.” With
this, the organization has prepared by outlining potential criminal activities relating to
the rollout of the vaccine. The World Health Organization has also mentioned that
countries that make deals with drug companies threaten the supply for global COVAX
programmes for the vulnerable countries such as developing and middle-income
countries (Reuters Staff, 2021). With China aggressively exporting its vaccines for
‘vaccine diplomacy’, the US has also directly supplied its neighboring countries Mexico
and Canada while having a stockpile of the vaccine (BBC, 2021a). The Duke Global
Health Innovation Center in the US has been tracking global vaccine equity and
according to them, with only 375 million adult population in the EU, they have ordered
around 1.6 billion doses-which could cover enough vaccines for 900 million people.
Similarly, Canada has ordered around 6x the amount of vaccines they need. It is
apparent that there is a slow global rollout of the vaccine compared to its projected
results of supplying 1.3 billion doses in 2021, and this may just be caused by the
aforementioned reasons. 
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C. Overall Politicization and Capitalization on Covid-
19 Vaccines

     A “Catastrophic Moral Failure” as mentioned by Ghebreyesus from BBC (2021c) highlights
the major inequality between the richer and poorer states. A “me first” approach by almost
all countries across the globe would without a doubt institute hoarding and inflate the
prices of the vaccines. The People’s Republic of China has also received backlash from the
international community not only from the accusations of starting the virus, but also from
their developed vaccine to not have transparency over its phase III of the clinical test trial.
The “Chinese vaccine diplomacy” showcases its limitations with data of Sinovac and
Sinopharm still left unpublished (Dou and Mahtani, 2021). Amidst the uncertainties over
vaccines, some countries have still ordered for millions of doses of these vaccines, the
Chinese government still pushes foreigners to take them so they could enjoy benefits such
as a streamlined visa process and travel to China (Kuo and Berger, 2021). This yields China’s
soft global power capital by trying to gain a large portion of the world-wide vaccination
market, competing with its Western and Russian counterparts. Receivers tagged with high
priority access to the vaccines are also caused by the private agreements by organizations
that threaten the general public’s health. Not only do mitigating data politicization by
damaging scientific institutions and removing threats to the fair rollout matter, but it is also
ensuring the security and credibility of institutions: private companies and governments;
and agencies such as CDC and FDA (Aatresh, 2020).

     The decision of each government about securing their countries with vaccines, while at
the same time ensuring equity over the overall global distribution is crucial. It will only
depend on whether countries, specifically powerful ones, either value their sovereign state
regulation or their moral obligation as a member of the international community in securing
and determining their vaccine supply. Furthermore, pharmaceutical companies have not
released their breakdown of prices in their vaccines and this has created major differences
in prices per jabs. Varying prices from these private companies such as AstraZeneca-
University of Oxford’s $10/dose versus Sinovac’s $60/dose (Terry, 2021) raises alarm for
many. Figure 2 shows that high-income (and some middle-income) countries are
increasing and reserving their supply of the vaccine, while lower-income countries have yet
reserved their slots in acquiring their doses. The direct and private deals with
pharmaceutical companies create a smaller portion available for global allocation. Thus,
the majority of the low to middle- income countries, including those in the COVAX plan (see
Role of International Community- United Nations), get fewer resources.
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     Figure 2. Covid-19 doses purchased by country income level, (2021, April 2). Duke Global Health
Innovation Center. https://launchandscalefaster.org/covid-19/vaccineprocurement

D. Security of the Underdeveloped and Developing
Countries on Gaining Access to the Vaccine

     A press release by the United Nations Security Council last February of 2021 further calls
for an increased global cooperation to achieve equitable availability of doses. The United
Nations also proposes for the creation of an emergency task force by the G20 countries to
widespread a global immunization program. The plan was to bring together those with the
expertise and resources to deliver vaccines to low and middle-income countries. The aim is
also to procure 2 billion doses by the end of 2021. However, an article by Malash (2021)
stated that by the year 2023, more than 85 poor countries will still not have wide access to
the coronavirus vaccines. With Russia and China domestically rolling out their vaccines, this
only gives selected countries the opportunity to be vaccinated. We can observe that
countries are ensuring their spot on obtaining the vaccine individually through private and
direct connections to the drug companies. 

     Aside from its health consequences, delaying or having the lack of vaccines could also
have its social implications of not having herd immunity— thus, gatherings or having the
lack of vaccines could also have its social implications of not having herd immunity— thus,
gatherings or physical interactions will still not be allowed and could ultimately affect the
economy in the long run. The further delay of immunizing communities could also intensify
the power of authorities to hold its citizens in quarantine and bind its citizens to comply with
their laws. Many poor countries such as Nigeria, Kenya, India and the Philippines have faced 
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major lockdowns since early 2020. The Philippines has one of the world’s longest lockdowns
(approximately 13 months) and many consider this to have strengthened their military
presence by placing the country under armed rule (See, 2021). Countries who don’t have
proper emergency response may result in ruining the systems of politics, economy, and the
confidence of the people, especially if the government is unable to recognize and properly
address other internal problems in their country. Less fortunate countries could face a
double negative effect of the pandemic if not given the assistance and ruled by an
incompetent government.

9

     The usage of vaccine passports has been applied in the country of Israel, the leading
country in the vaccination with 37% of its population receiving the Covid19 jabs (The
National, 2021). These vaccine passports, “Green Pass” in Israel, serve as a purpose of
proving an individual’s covid status to be able to access public spaces such as restaurants
and hotels. It could further be used as a requirement to travel internationally and as well as
access to work in the future. This could lead to helping people rebuild and kickstart the
economy by opening public spaces more safely and encourage people to receive the jabs.
Additionally, other countries like the US have recently introduced its mandatory federal
Covid-19 vaccination passports as “a way to safely reopen mass gatherings and travels”
according to BBC (2021e) But while many question its purpose, its main argument is about
the people’s rights, privacy and interest towards the vaccine (The Economist, 2021). Solely
relying on its incentives, and not its health benefits could lead to making vaccine passports
more oppressive and harmful in the long run. The long history of vaccine misuse and power
control still impacts people’s decisions of receiving the vaccine today. In a country where
vaccine rollouts have begun, it would be up to the decision of governments on how they
would balance both the economy and the public health. 

E. Vaccine Passports

IV. Role of International Community
 A. China and Russia
     Across the globe, people have associated the Covid-19 outbreak with China, where the
pandemic has started. The so-called “Health Silk Road” is commonly linked to the vaccine
diplomacy it wants to develop and the country sensibly focused its soft power over
developing countries rather than its neighboring ones such as Japan and South Korea, in
hopes of building a greater network of allies. Currently, Sinopharm and Sinovac vaccines
have been exported to 22 countries and will also support 53 additional developing countries
according to Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson (Widakuswara, B. P., Hua, B. S., &
Dunellari, B. A., 2021). The Russian Federation, just like the country of China has rolled out its
vaccines in emerging countries through diplomatic bilateral means (Malash 2021). Both
these countries are trying to reinforce their global status through a transactional approach
in delivering the vaccines.

     Despite the staggering promises about global cooperation by powerful countries to boost
the general public’s confidence over the pandemic, the European Union has recently
reneged from its statements of donating vaccines to developing countries (Deutsche Welle,
2021). Furthermore, the political union imposes stricter controls and measures over their
exports (BBC, 2021d). Although covid cases have risen over the past few months and newly
found variants emerged, the EU remains to have the most vaccinations around the globe
according to statistics from Our World in Data (2021).

B. European Union
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     So far, the countries who have developed the Covid-19 vaccine are namely: China, India,
Russia, the UK and the US, while others are from collaborations of multinational teams such
as the American-Gernman Pfizer vaccine. The United Nations Security Council has
addressed a plan on administering the covid vaccines on vulnerable countries: developing
and conflict areas through Resolution 2565 (2021). In April of 2020, an alliance of vaccine
promotion groups: World Health Organization (WHO), UNICEF, GAVI, and CEPI launched
COVAX, a program that aims to ensure vaccine availability to the low-middle income
countries (BBC, 2021b). The COVAX Advanced Market Commitment (AMC) has raised
$6.4bn to release over 2 billion doses each year, with an aim to give 70% of those to 92
developing or lower income countries. Having a collective approach, COVAX has shown to
work on different models and it has better chances of reducing the prices of already
expensive vaccines. The failure of the United States to participate in such a project however,
could challenge major factors such as funding and resources. The initiative has already
made progress in ordering new vaccines, but ensuring and redistributing any surplus from
sovereign countries is yet tackled by the participating organizations. Generally, no
international organization also has no power to compel nation states to redistribute or share
their surpluses. 

V. Guide Questions
 How can the member states ensure the Covid19 equity to support international peace

and security?
What are the effective distribution strategies and methods that the Security Council can
impose?
How can delegates prevent pharmaceutical businesses from raising their vaccine prices
during the pandemic?
Is it valid for countries to use their vaccines as a tool for building allies? 
Is it right for countries such as China and Russia to use a transactional approach?
Should vaccine passports be enacted by countries? How should member states address
its underlying political and economic arguments? 
Who should be held accountable for the inequality of the distribution?
What measures can the United Nations do to make responsible bodies accountable for
proven profiteering and political manipulation of the vaccines? 
What should the member states of the Security Council do to countries such as China
who have not released their clinical reports to the public?
Should pharmaceutical companies have absolute power over their interest in the
production and distribution of its products? (Ex: EU limiting its exports) 

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.

C. United Nations 
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I. Introduction
     The recent coup in Myanmar has shocked the world by undermining the democratic
process that had only recently been formed in the nation. The detention of the
democratically elected leader Aung San Suu Kyi by the military has prompted a global
security crisis due to the possibilities of human rights violations after the angry Burmese
have condemned the coup. It is imperative that the United Nations Security Council take
action in an instance where peace, security and democracy have been overruled by force
and possible violence. Aside from this, an ongoing crisis with the ethnic Rohingyans pile
onto the current problems the nation faces. 

     In 2015, Myanmar's long-time opposition group, the National League for Democracy
(NLD), headed by Aung San Suu Kyi, secured majorities in both houses of parliament, and
several foreign governments and corporations that had previously shunned the country
started to establish relations with it. Myanmar has faced authoritarian rule, civil war,
exclusion from global affairs, and pervasive suffering during its decades of independence.
The military was placed into the sidelines away from central power in 2011, paving the way
for a democratic transitional government and ushering in what many hoped would be a
new age for this nation. However in February 2021, the military staged a coup and formally
retook power, putting an end to aspirations for political reform.

       The military, known as the Tatmadaw, continues to exert control over certain facets of
domestic matters. International criticism has also been leveled at the Tatmadaw and Suu
Kyi, for ongoing human rights violations and horrific brutality against Rohingya Muslims in
the western state of Rakhine, in which a UN report said is perpetrated with "genocidal intent." 

     The United Nations Security Council must recognize and condemn any violations of
democracy and restore peace and political stability in Myanmar. This is to be done by
conducting peacekeeping efforts as mandated by the role of the UNSC. 
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II. Background
     After its independence from British colonial leadership in 1948, Myanmar has been
governed by a military junta (junta = military seizing power by force, they control the
nation) for several years. Like most of its newly autonomous neighbors on the Indian
subcontinent, the Union of Burma emerged as a representative democracy. However, the
representative government and democracy barely survived until 1962, when General U Ne
Win led a military coup and remained in power for the next 26 years. In 1974, General Ne Win
established a new constitution built on an isolationist agenda and a socialist economic
program that nationalized Burma's major corporations. The economy quickly collapsed, and
a black-market economy developed. Huge student-led demonstrations erupted in 1988 as
a result of systemic corruption, dramatic changes in economic policy relating to Myanmar's
currency, and food shortages.

     Ne Win resigned as leader of his party after the 1988 crackdown, but he stayed involved
behind the scenes as another military junta seized power. The country's name was changed
from the Union of Burma to the Union of Myanmar in 1989, and the capital, Rangoon, was
renamed Yangon (Maizland, 2021). 

     The administrative capital was transferred to Nay Pyi Taw, a city established by the 
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government in central Myanmar, in 2005. The junta said that the name "Burma" was due to
the colonial period, which favoured the Burman ethnic majority, and that the name
"Myanmar" was more multicultural. 

     The Saffron Revolution, which was caused by fuel price spikes and named after the
saffron-colored robes worn by participating Buddhist monks, and foreign pressure provoked
changes in Myanmar in 2007. Furthermore, the military government desired to encourage
investment, reduce its dependence on China, and expand its diplomatic relations. In 2008,
the junta proposed a revised constitution, which is still in effect today, giving the military
broad enforcement powers while still under civilian rule. In 2011, the military junta was
abruptly disbanded and a civilian parliament was formed for a transitional time, during
which former army bureaucrat/military elite and Prime Minister Thein Sein was appointed
president. President Thein Sein began a series of changes in 2011, including granting
amnesty to political prisoners, easing media restrictions, and enacting economic policies to
attract foreign investment. After the country's transformation away from military control,
Myanmar held its first national multiparty elections in 2015, which were widely regarded as
the freest and fairest in decades (Maizland, 2021). 

     Aung San Suu Kyi was placed on house arrest multiple times throughout her tenure. Her
focuses were mainly on democracy for Myanmar, except for the Rakhine State/ Rohingyas.
In 2021, Aung San Suu Kyi's NLD party secured a landslide victory in parliament, winning a
majority in both the upper and lower houses. Htin Kyaw, a former confidant of Suu Kyi, was
chosen as Myanmar's first civilian chief in decades by new lawmakers. Suu Kyi was
promoted to the newly formed role of state counsellor, effectively making her the civilian
government's de facto leader. Untl of course in 2021, she was captured as a political prisoner
by the Tatmadaw in a calculated coup. 
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A. The Military Coup and Protests
      To understand how the military coup occurred it's important to know that Myanmar held
its second national elections under democratic rule in 2020, with the NLD party winning by a
landslide. Even after democracy was instilled in 2011, the military still held power through the
constitution. The Human Rights Watch and other organizations said the elections were not
rigged even with the issues of Rohingya disenfranchisement and other questions presented,
they stressed that they have no doubt that the NLD won a landslide victory. The military took
a big hit in the elections, with the USDP winning just 33 of the 476 seats open, while the NLD
won 396. Military leaders claimed voter fraud and staged a coup in February 2021 after the
country's election commission dismissed their allegations.

     Ever since, the people in Myanmar have been active in protesting the military coup. The
military responded with brute force and a disregard for even the most basic of human
rights. According to the United Nations Human Rights Council, at least 138 civilians, including
teenagers, have been killed since the coup. According to the support organization
Assistance Association for Political Prisoners (AAPP), more than 2,100 people have been
arrested, including journalists, protestors, activists, government leaders, trade unionists,
authors, teachers, and civilians. According to Amnesty International, the military is gradually
using military techniques and firearms against unarmed demonstrators and spectators.
According to Amnesty International, battle-hardened soldiers have been deploying to the
streets, with records of human rights violations in conflict zones (Regan & Yeung, 2021). 

III. Discussion
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     With these facts in mind, delegates, you must examine the current situation and
determine if a liberal or realist perspective in intervention is warranted to deal with the
current crisis? Will you try talks and dialogues sponsored by a peacebuilding commission or
body, or will you try to deploy UN peacekeepers into Myanmar? 
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B. Aung San Suu Kyi, and the arguments against her
leadership - The Rohingya Crisis

     Aung San Suu Kyi, served 15 years under house arrest and was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1991 for her peaceful opposition to the junta that imprisoned her (Beech,2021). The
controversy of Aung San Suu Kyi as the state counsellor/democratic leader comes from one
major thing. Her handling of the Rohingya Crisis. After a violent military-led ethnic cleansing
operation in August 2017, 700,000 Rohingya refugees left Myanmar. Due to Myanmar's
inability to guarantee their sovereignty, rights, and protection, the Rohingya jointly refused
to participate in a repatriation programme. Many people suspect Myanmar's
administration, led by Aung San Suu Kyi, has little intention of resettling the Rohingya (Ellis-
Petersen, 2018).

     Thousands of Rohingya Muslims fled to Bangladesh in 2017 as a result of an army
crackdown caused by deadly attacks on police stations in Myanmar's Rakhine state.
Myanmar is currently being sued by the International Court of Justice (ICJ) for genocide,
and the International Criminal Court is looking at the government for crimes against
humanity Initially, some claimed she was a cautious, pragmatic and rational politician
seeking to rule a multi-ethnic nation with a troubled past. Her personal defense of the
army's actions at the International Court of Justice hearing in The Hague, however, was seen
as a new turning point in her international reputation (BBC, 2020). She also failed to drive
through constitutional amendments that she had vowed to weaken the military's grip on
power.

     What is important here as delegates of the United Nations Security Council, is to analyze
and determine the political complexity of the situation and see if her power as state
counsellor should actually be reinstated. The people of Myanmar, as research shows, love
and adore her as their democratically elected leader. However, her past persecution of the
Rohingyans presents another problem that will most likely resurface if she is brought back
to power., An analysis of the current coup is needed to determine if her reinstatement
actually will bring back peace in Myanmar considering her actions against the Rohingyans. 

C. Fragile State of Democracy and Voting Rights in
Myanmar

To understand how fragile the state of democracy is in Myanmar, and how fragile it forever
will be, it’s worth remembering that the civilian government in Myanmar has incredibly few
powers due to the fact that it's constrained by a constitution that they can't amend, which
keeps the Tatmadaw in charge (HRC, 2018). The military is guaranteed 25% of seats in
parliament and veto power on every constitutional reform, as well as oversight of the
security, border relations, and home affairs ministries, according to the country's 2008
constitution (Gunia,2021). The Human Rights Council recognizes this distribution of power in
its assignment of duty to Suu Kyi. This contradicts the argument that she should have
exercised her "political authority" to "stop or avert the unfolding incidents, or pursue
alternate ways to protect the civilian population." (HRC, 2018). It's also worth noting that
Aung San Suu Kyi was a survivor of serious human rights abuses at the hands of the 
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Tatmadaw, who jailed her for fifteen years for her pro-democracy activism (Vernon, 2021).
Democracy should never be instilled in a person, Aung San Suu Kyi shouldn’t be the symbol
of democracy. Aside from her controversies regarding the Rohingyans, democracy should
be embedded as a right to inherent and universal humanity and not into one person as a
messiah or blessing. 
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D. The Military Coup - A Rare Opportunity for the
Rohingyans and Democracy? 

     Ronan Lee is a researcher with the World State Crime Project and the author of
Myanmar's Rohingya Genocide. Mr. Lee has claimed that “Defeating Myanmar's coup will
give the nation the ability to amend the constitution and officially exclude the military from
politics. This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to reimagine Myanmar's future". However,
some analysts caution that mass participation in anti-military demonstrations would open
the Rohingya to Buddhist military extremists. "Under the current conditions, it would be wise
to take a balanced path, our population of the remaining 600,000 people in Rakhine State is
highly fragile." said Wakar Uddin, a professor at Pennsylvania State University. “The risk is too
great, and the cost will be enormous,” Uddin said, calling for continued international
pressure to settle the Rohingya problem, regardless of which party rules Myanmar (Hussein,
2021). The Rohingyans as of now are suffering both from poverty, the pandemic and the
oppression by the Tatmadaw. 

E. The State of the Protesters 
     The protests have been happening since February when the coup first began and are still
continuing to this very day. Since the Tatmadaw led a coup on Feb. 1, just hours before a
new parliament convened, to bar Suu Kyi's party from beginning a second term in power, at
least 557 of these protesters have been killed. As of April 5 2021, protestors called for a
national round of applause to honor ethnic minority armies who backed the anti-coup
campaign, as well as young activists who fought security forces in the streets every day and
attempted to save or save injured protesters. “Let's clap for five minutes on April 5, 5 p.m. to
honour Ethnic Armed Organisations and Gen Z defence youths from Myanmar including
Yangon who are fighting in the revolution on behalf of us,” Ei Thinzar Maung, a protest
leader, posted on Facebook. On Easter Sunday - April 4, critics of military rule scribbled
notes like "we must prevail" and "get out MAH" - a nod to junta leader MAH - on Easter eggs
(Reuters, 2021). 

IV. Role of the International Community - Stances and
Actions of the Security Council Members and the UN 
A. The United Nations  

     The United Nations Security Council members voiced grave concern over the military's
declaration of martial law/ state of emergency in Myanmar on 1 February, as well as the
unlawful arrest of members of the government, including State Counsellor Aung San Suu Kyi,
President Win Myint, and others. They demanded that all those who had been arrested be
released immediately. The Security Council members also stressed the importance of
continuing to help Myanmar's democratic transition. They highlighted the importance of
maintaining democratic institutions and structures, refraining from violence, and respecting
civil rights, basic liberties, and the rule of law in their speeches. Lastly, The Security Council
members emphasized the importance of addressing the root causes of the crisis in Rakhine
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State and creating the conditions for the stable, voluntary, long-term, and dignified return of
displaced Rohingya people. The Security Council representatives reaffirmed their firm
pledge to Myanmar's sovereignty, political freedom, territorial integrity, and unity (United
Nations, 2021). 

     An expert from the United Nations Human Rights Council called to “deny recognition of
the military junta”. The expert, Special Rapporteur Tom Andrews of the Human Rights
Council urged Myanmar's humanitarian and development donors to collaborate directly
with local civil society and relief agencies wherever possible, rather than relying on
bureaucratic institutions now dominated by the junta, to "directly assist civilians.” (United
Nations News, 2021). 
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B. China and Russia 
     In comparison to the United States and the European Union's heavy criticism and
sanctions, China's reaction to the Feb. 1 coup and the violence that followed has been more
muted. Beijing has exercised caution and emphasized the importance of maintaining
"peace". Demonstrators in Myanmar targeted Chinese-run factories last month, enraged by
Beijing's perceived lack of empathy for those killed in demonstrations, according to the
Associated Press. Beijing retaliated by urging Myanmar to “ensure the protection of Chinese
businesses and personnel” in the country. Myanmar, a Southeast Asian nation with which
China shares a border, is a big Chinese investor. Myanmar is also a key component of
Chinese President Xi Jinping's Belt and Road Initiative. Beijing has previously maintained
cordial relations with both the Myanmar military and the civilian government of de facto
leader Aung San Suu Kyi. Foreign pressure on Myanmar as a result of the Rohingya crisis
has driven the country closer to China in recent years. China’s diplomat State Councilor
Wang Yi said that “no matter how the situation in Myanmar changes, China’s determination
to promote China-Myanmar relations will not waver.” “China must realize that a ‘one-size-
fits-all' non-interference strategy will not win it many allies, and any it does win will most
likely be of the less desirable variety.”, said by expert Price from the Chatham House Policy
Institute in London (Lee, 2021).  

     After China's ambassador voiced worry about the situation in Myanmar and dismissed
reports of Chinese interference, Russia remained supportive of Myanmar's military. Russian
Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu visited Myanmar a week before the coup to finalize an
agreement on a new delivery of surface-to-air missile systems, surveillance aircraft, and
radar equipment. General Ming, who has allegedly visited Russia six times in the last
decade, has concluded a flight safety deal with Russia. During the coup, Russian-made
armoured vehicles were spotted patrolling Myanmar's cities, reflecting junta leader General
Ming Aung Hliang's Russia turn to counter Chinese power, according to the Nikkei Asia news
magazine. The coup was described as a "purely domestic affair of the sovereign state" by
Russia's representative at the UN Human Rights Council. Instead of condemning the
government, the Russian diplomat requested “practical assistance to the new authority of
Myanmar to meet their commitments, particularly in the area of human rights'' from the
international community. Without voting against the resolution, Russia and China
“disassociated" themselves from the UN Human Rights Council resolution calling for the
release of those arrested in the coup attempt (The Moscow Times, 2021). 

C. The European Union
     At a meeting of EU foreign ministers in Brussels on Monday, the European Union accepted
sanctions against individuals linked to the Myanmar coup. Min Aung Hlaing, the junta's boss,
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was among those sanctioned, with his properties frozen and his visas barred. "Commander-
in-Chief Min Aung Hlaing has been directly involved in and responsible for decision making
concerning state functions and is therefore responsible for undermining democracy and the
rule of law," the EU’s official journal said. A total of 11 people were targeted for their roles in
Myanmar's military coup and suppression of demonstrators (Deutsche Welle, 2021). 

V. Guide Questions
 As a member state of the UNSC, how will you guarantee political stability and the

protection of democracy in Myanmar? 
Should the situation be settled in an interventionist peacekeeping perspective or more
on humanitarian aid and assistance with the country and its people to decide on their
own (self-determination)? 
How will you ensure democratic reform when the constitution of Myanmar itself prohibits
extremely liberal and democratic leaders and processes in the first place? 
What solutions can you, a UNSC member state, propose to address both the military
coup and the Rohingya crisis in a matter that considers intersectionality between the
two issues? 
With the facts presented you must examine the current situation and determine if a
liberal or realist perspective in intervention is warranted to deal with the current crisis? 
Are peacekeepers necessary in this situation? Why and why not?
As a UNSC delegate, do you agree with the sentiments presented by the experts? Do you
believe that there is a fundamental solution to defeating the coup and amending the
Myanmar constitution for the purposes of both democracy and security of the
Rohingyans? 

1.
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